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Osteopathy is a Science which consists of verifiable knowledge of the Human Mechanism.
...and Practice in accord with the body’s own Mechanical Principles to recover...
it’s Normal Equilibrium
of
Form and Function
in
Health and Strength
I had always found that in every case of Disease there was an Abnormality in the Bony structure.
And as “os” means bone,
I adopted the name Osteopathy.
To know All of a Bone in it's Entirety would close both ends of an Eternity.
So wise a God had certainly placed the Remedy within the Material House in which the Spirit of Life dwells

- A T Still, MD
Nothing Essentially New is Ever Established during Development.
What we find are Only Modifications, Variations of Something Existing.

- Blechschmidt
When matter is reduced to its greatest degree of atomic fineness, then it can submit to any bodily form...
because this fineness is equal to that of Spiritual Food or the Motor Powers of Life
When matter ceases to be divisible, it then becomes a Fluid of Life and easily unites with other atoms...
All matter is Living Substance - A T Still, MD